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Summary

The aim of the present paper is to generalize some theorems on the coupled
thermoelasticity of a medium characterized by two vectors independent from each
other: the displacement vector u and the rotation vector o».

Basing on tho thermodynamics of irreversible processes the constitutive equa-
tions and the expanded equation of heat conductivity for an isotropio medium are
derived.

The author succeeded in obtaining a basic system of differential equations of
coupled thermoelasticity. The propagation of thermoelastic waves in an unbounded
medium is discussed.

Moreover, a generalization of the virtual work principle to dynamic problem of
coupled thermoelasticity is advanced.

Finally, the reciprocity theorem is derived and some conclusions resulting from
this theorem are discussed.

1. Introduction

The asymmetric theory of elasticity was first advanced in 1887 by
VOIGT [1], and then developed in 1909 by the brothers E. and F. COSSE-

EAT [2]. I t is assumed in this theory that the entire action upon a material
volume bounded by a surface is described completely in terms of the
field of stress vectors and "couple-stress" vectors.

Recently we witness a further development of this theory, partic-
ularly since it proved useful in explaining some regularities of propaga-
tion of short acoustic waves in crystals, in polycrystalline structures as
well as in high polymers.

Let us mention here the papers by TETTESDELL and TOTJPIN [3], and by
AERO and KTXVSHINSKII [4]. GBIOLI [5] and TOTTPIN [6] succeeded in

generalizing the theory of the Cosserat medium to finite deformations.
Finally, MINDLIN and TIEBSTEN [7] presented an exhaustive discussion
of the linear theory of a homogeneous, isotropio and centrosymmetric
medium.

17*
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In subsequent years Ktrvsurarsicn and AEEO (1963, [8]), PALMOV [9]
and ERINGEN and SUIIUBI [10] developed the theory of asymmetric
elasticity describing the deformation of a body by the vectors of displace-
ment u and rotation o>, mutually independent thus departing from

the kinematic assumption cu = — curl u, which is the very basis of

the theory of the Cosserat medium.
The purpose of the present work is to consider, within the framework

of the theory of asymmetric elasticity, the interaction between the
fields of displacements u, rotation a> and temperature 6.

Confining our considerations to the elastic, homogeneous, isotropic
and centrosymmetric medium we derive constitutive equations based on
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. A complete set of differen-
tial equations of asymmetric thermoelasticity is given as well as equa-
tions of motion and an generalized equation of heat conductivity.

Finally, a variational theorem and a theorem on reciprocity are given,
and some conclusions are derived from these theorems.

2. Equations of Motion. Energy Equation and Entropy Balance

The system of equations of motion consists of two equations: the
equation of balance of linear momentum and the equation of angular
momentum [4], [7]:

aHtt + X{ - eu( = 0, (2.1)

<M<rf» + Hi.i + Y{ - Jwi = 0, i, j , fe = 1, 2, 3. (2.2)

In these equations the symbol a^ denotes the asymmetric force-stress
tensor, p,^ the asymmetric couple-stress tensor. Xt and Y( designate the
volume density of the body forces and body couples; e^ stands for the
usual alternator. u( are the components of the displacement vector u, ocu
the components of the rotation vector.

The principle of conservation of energy written for an arbitrary vol-
ume V of a body, bounded by a surface A, has the form

t + JwiW{) + u\dV <mf{Zlvt + 7tat)dV +
• V

+ I [Vivi + mfWi) dA — I qiUt dA. (2.3)
A AA A

Here vt = hi, W{ = COJ. By U we denote the internal energy, and by
the components of the heat flux vector q.
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The quantities fi and m4 are connected with, tensors <riy- and /Xj, by the
following relations

Pi = ffjiiij, Mi = i*jtnj, (2.4)

where nt are the components of the unit vector n on A.
The terms on the left hand side of (2.3) represent the rate of increase

of the kinetic and internal energy, respectively, of the volume. The first
term on the right-hand side represents the rate of work of the body forces
and body couples, the second term-the rate of work of the surface trac-
tions and couples. Finally, the last integral on the right-hand side of
eq. (2.3) denotes the heat transferred to the volume V by heat conduction.
Taking into consideration (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4) and making use of the
divergence theorem, we obtain the following equation

J {U — [on (vtii — ekjiivk) + /ijiWi,,] + q{J} d V = 0. (2.5)
v

This expression holds for any arbitrary volume V. If the integrand is
continuous, then the relation

V = Ojii>ji + fifikji - qlti (2.6)
holds locally.

The following notations were introduced

Yn = Ui.j — BWcok, nH = «;,,-. (2.7)

Here y,-4 is the asymmetric strain tensor, Xji the curvature-twist tensor.
The equation of entropy balance can be written hi the form ([11],

p. 29).

fs dV == - f^^dA + fedV. (2.8)
V A V

The left-hand side of this equation represents the rate of increase of
entropy. The first term on the right-hand side is the rate at which entropy
is supplied to the volume across the surface. The second term on the
right-hand side of (2.8) denotes the rate of entropy production, due to
heat conduction. Using the divergence theorem we have

W = 0, (2.9)

and hence, since V is arbitrary we get

8 = 9 - 2f + -fijjjfi-, (2.10)
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which holds at each point of the body. In accordance with the postulate
of thermodynamics of irreversible processes we have 0 22 0.

Eliminating q{i from (2.6) and (2.10), and introducing the expression
for the Helmholtz free energy F = U — ST, we obtain

. (2.11)

Since the free energy is a function of the independent variables y^, Hjt, T,
there is

Assuming that the functions 0, qt, . . Oji, (iji do not explicitly depend on
the time derivatives of the functions y#, ttjt, T and defining the entropy

as S = , we obtain — after comparing (2.11) with (2.12) — the

following relations

8F 8F „ dF „ . qtT i . ,„,„,

a , , = — ^ = _ , fl=-—, 0 + ^ = 0. (2.13)

The second law of thermodynamios will be satisfied if 0 ^ 0, or if

^ ? 0. (2.14)

The above inequality satisfies the Fourier law of thermal conductivity

-qt = hqTj or -<& = fyfl,, T = To + 6 (2.15)
Here !ro denotes the temperature of the body in its natural state, in which
stresses and deformations are equal to zero (i. e., for y^ = 0, X)i = 0,
T — To). The quantities k^ are the coefficients of thermal conductivity
and form a symetric tensor.

From eq. (2.10) — taking into account the last relation of the group
(2.13) — we have

TS = -qtil - tys,. (2.16)

For a homogeneous and isotropic body, we get

TS = kSjj (2.17)

where h is constant.
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3. Constitutive Equations

Let us expand the expression for the free energy F(yii>Xji, T) in
the neighborhood of a natural state (yf{ = 0, xj( = 0, T = To) into a
Taylor series, omitting powers higher than 2. This expansion has, for a
centrosyrarnetric body, the form

F ~ —y— YiiVii H J-VnVa + -^

Y + £ , V —E

—'"1**1* ! — ~

This form results from the following considerations. Since the free
energy is a scalar, each term on the right-hand side of expression (3.1)
must be a scalar. Now, with the components of the asymmetric tensor y^
we can construct three independent quadratic invariants, namely
YjiYji' YjiYii an<i YkkYnn- The same holds for the tensor «^. However, the
terms yjiXjt, yjiXij and ykkxnn cannot appear in eq. (3.1), since this would
contradict the postulate of centrosymmetric isotropy. In the seventh and
eighth term of relation (3.1) the invariants ykk and xkk appear. This results
from the fact that with the components of the tensor y# and Xjt one can
form invariants of the first kind only, namely ykk and xkk.

Making use of relations (3.13) we have

aH — C« + K) Ya + I" — *) Ya + (hkk — v0) &H> (3-2)

Hi - (Y + s) *n + (Y - «) «« + (P»* ~ XO) &n (3.3)

s =

Relations (3.2), (3.3) may be rewritten in an equivalent form

2«y(W + [lyuu — %vO) 3it, (3.5)

2 e « w + (/?Xtt - 6) 3{j. (3.6)

Here,«, X are Lame constants and », y, e, /? are new constants of elasticity
referring to the isothermal state. The constants v, % depend on the mechan-
ical as well as on the thermal properties of the body. The symbols ( )
and {> denote symmetric and skew-symmetric part of a tensor, respec-
tively.
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Solving eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) for y{i and My we obtain

where

u> = _L «' = J _ / = — e' = — A' = -

The symbol «< appearing in relation (3.7) is the coefficient of thermal
dilatation.

If the volume element, free from force-stresses and couple-stresses
on its surface, produced temperature voluminal changes only, we obtain

Yii = oct^ijO, Hy = 0.

The coefficient /S( and, consequently, the quantity % should be equal to
zero. This assertion is also supported by another argument. Let us con-
sider the problem of classical elastokinetics where an adiabatic process is
assumed (S = 0). In this case the temperature is given by

0 = ~ i{vykk + %Kkk)- (3-9)
Introducing (3.9) into relations (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain1

> + {l*ykk + r*xkk) dih (3.10)

Hi = 2,u*W) + 2ex(ii) + (|8*KB + 6*ykk) d{, (3.11)

where

m

It is easily seen that relations (3.10) and (3.11) are in contradiction
with the formulae for an isotropic, centrosymmetric medium, where force
stresses <fy are independent of nif and couple-stresses are independent of
y{j (cf., e. g., [7], [8]). Thus, we should have % = 0. Consequently, we have
to put for the free energy % = 0 in (3.1).

1 Observe that for a Cosserat medium, where cô  = — 6yj uk j , wo have
= 0. 2 '
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In this way, the final forms of relations (3.2) (3.4) will be:

- vO) dtj, (3.12)

m {m i,, (3.13)

5 = vyu + me. (3.14)

Let us remark that in the last of the above relations the quantity m
remains undefined. I t will be determined from the following considera-
tions.

To begin with, we shall consider the differential relation

dU = aHdyfi + /j,HdxH + TdS. (3.15)

Introducing into (3.15) the relation

dS = - — dyH + - — dxji + — dT, (3.16)

and taking into account completeness conditions of dU, we arrive at
the dependence

(f?L) (|f) (3.17)8Yjih,T \8j<iih,T

Substituting now the above formulae into (3.15) and (3.16) and

taking into account I ] = —, where c£ denotes the specific heat at

constant deformation, we get

dU = aHdyH + /.iHdxji + vTdyekk + cedT, (3.18)

Am

d8=vdytk+ct2+-. (3.19)

Integrating (3.19) under the assumption that S — 0 for the natural
state, we have

celog^. (3.20)

Assuming
Tn

1, expanding the logarithm into a series and

retaining one term of this series only, we have

S =ykkV +CcJL. (3.21)
i 0

From a comparison of (3.14), and (3.21) it results that m = —f-.
i n
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4. Differential Equations of Thennoelasticity

The constitutive relations (3.12), (3.13) enable us to express the equa-
tions of motion (2.1), (2.2) in terms of the displacement vector u, the
rotation vector a> and temperature. We obtain the following differential
equations

(A + 2/J,) grad div U — (,« + ») curl curl u + 2« curl to + X

= QU-\-v grudO, (4.1)

(P + 2y) grad div co — (y + s) curl curl to + 2« curl M — 4 «U) + F

= Jw. (4.2)

To eqs. (4.1), (4.2) we have to add the equation of heat conduction.
For this purpose wo consider the relations (2.17) and (3.20)

TS = kOjj (4.3)

TS = vTya + c.T. (4.4)

It results from a comparison of these relations that

_ n -J n ° (A. K\

When linearizing this equation, we assume that 1. Moreover,
y0

taking heat sources within the body into account and denoting by W
the quantity of heat generated par unit volume and unit time, we obtain
the following extended equation of thermal conduction

e,jj -—6— i/0 div u = - £., Q — -T- (4-6)

It is interesting to note that only the term derived from dilatation
appears in eq. (4.6), consequently connected with the first deformation
invariant y^.

Equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.6) constitute a set of equations of linear
coupled thermoelasticity in the theory of asymmetric elasticity.

We have to supplement the differential equations of thermoelas-
ticity with the boundary and initial conditions. If on the surface A, bound-
ing the body of volume V, the force-stresses pu m>t and temperature 6
are prescribed, boundary conditions will have the form

Pi (no, t) — on {x, t) n,j (x), mi (x, t) = p,H (x, t) nj (x),

6(x,t) =h(x,t), xeA, t> 0, (4.7)
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while the initial conditions will be expressed by the formulae

ui(x,0)=fi(x)l ut(x,0)=gi(x),

w; (as, 0) = li(x), <x>{ (as, 0) = hi (x),

d{x,0)=r(x), xeV, t = 0. (4.8)

The dynamic equations of thermoelasticity (4.1), (4.2) can be separated
"by decomposing the vectors u and to into their potential and solenoidal
parts

u — grad f + curl W, to = grad £ + <J>,

div W == 0, div (I> = 0. (4.9)

Decomposing in a similar way the expressions for the body forces
and the couple-body forces

X = grad § + curl y, Y = grad a + £>, (4.10)

we obtain the following system of equations

nfl--V*' (4-11)

• ! # - pV2 !F - 2 p $ = - 4 . (4.14)

'The notations introduced in (4.11) + (4.14) are as below

4

To eq. (4.11) and eq. (4.14) we have to add the equation of heat
•condtiction

- f D=Va-^-0(. (4.15)

We shall consider first the propagation of thermoelastic waves in an
infinite space. Observe that eqs. (4.11) and (4.15) are coupled. Elimina-
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ting the temperature from these equations we obtain the equation for
the longitudinal wave

(a:D-i]QdtV*)q> = ~^--jrD&, dt=yt- (4.16)

If the quantities y, Si, a and the initial conditions of the functions
£, W, <I> are equal to zero, then in an unbounded elastic space only dilata-
tional waves will propagate. Equation (4.16) describing these waves is
identical with that obtained for the elastic classical medium (with no
couple-stresses). It is known [12] that these waves are attenuated and
dispersed. Since

iH = <p,u o>j = 0 , y n = fpHi, y.H = 0 ,

we have

ffW=0, juH=O. (4.17)

If Q, &, y, ££ are equal to zero and the initial conditions of the func-
tions 6, <p, W, <I> are homogeneous, then in an infinite medium only tor-
sional waves, described by eq. (4.12), propagate. We have namely

Vi = 0 , o>i = £>i xH = cohj = £,i], yH = 0 .

Only couple-stresses will appear in the medium forming the symmet-
ric tensor

pw = 2yC,ii + R,-V2C, m = 0, Oii = 0. (4.18)

The propagation of these waves is not accompanied by a temperature
field.

Finally, in the case when the quantities Q, &, a are equal to zero
and the initial conditions of the functions 95, f, 6 are homogeneous,
only transverse waves propagate in an infinite space (described by the
set of eqs. (4.13) and (4.14)). Eliminating from these equations separately
the function W and then <[> we arrive at the following equations

[([] J - 2p) Dj - <prV*]<P - - T ^ X - T Djfl, (4-19)

l l J \ (4.20)

In an infinite medium these waves are not accompanied by a temper-
ature field. Since div u = 0 they do not induce any changes in the
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volume of the body. The force-stresses a^ and couple-stresses /J,J{ form
an. asymmetric tensor.

In a finite medium all three kinds of waves discussed here appear.
Equations (4.11) — (4.15) are coupled by means of the boundary con-
ditions.

5. Virtual Work Principle

It may be easily shown that the following equation holds

J[(X{ - QUtjdiit + (Ti - jQ)i)dco(]dV + J (pidUi + niidwJdA =
V A

= J {aijdyji + jiH6xH)dV. (5.1)
r

The left-hand side of this equation represents the variation of work
of external forces, while the right-hand side equals that of internal forces.

In the above equation symbols du^ and <5«j stand for the virtual
changes of the components of displacement vector u and rotation
vector to.

Introducing into the right-hand side of eq. (5.1) the relations (3.12)
and (3.13) we reduce eq. (5.1) to the form

/
r

where

6 W = f {2/iy{

= dW~v]OykkdV,
V
V

U)SY(ij) +2lXy(ii)dY(ii) + 2yx(i,)d"><(i

(5.2)

i) + 2ex(ift<9x(W> +

We have to supplement eq. (5.2) by a further equation, since only
four causes, namely X{l Yh pt, mu appear in this equation in explicit
form. Thus, we adjoin to eq. (5.2) the relation

- v f6dykkdV = [dn.dHidA + -%- [OdQdV +
J J Joj
V A V

i8HidV, (5.3)

derived from the heat equation by BIOT [13]. The vector H in (5.3) is
connected with the vector of heat flow q and the entropy 8 by the follow-
ing relations

q = T0H, 8 = - d i v (H). (5.4)
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Introducing (5.3) into eq. (5.2) we have

3{W + P +D) = j [(Xt — oujdui + (Yi — JcOi)8cOi]dV +
v

4- I (pidui 4- midcaAdA — I OiiidHidA, (5.5)

c CHere the heat potential P = —^- I 62dV and the dissipation.
v

T C •
function D were applied, where 8D = —̂ - / Hl8HidV.

r

For 7< = 0, «;,• = 0 , xy< = 0, « = y = e = /J = 0, eq. (5.5)
reduces to the variationai equation of the coupled thernioeiastic medium
without couple-stresses.

The variationai principle eq. (5.5) may be used for the derivation of
the energy theorem, if we compare the functions U{, tt)j, 0 at point x
and time t with those actually occurring in the same point after a time
interval dt. Thus, introducing into eq. (5.5)

k6u{ = V{dt, 8a>i = Widt, dO = Odt, 8H( = H{dt — —6,idt,

and so on, we obtain the following formula

+ W + P) + xo = f[X{vt + YiWi)dV + [(piVi +
J J
V A

-\- iiiiWijdA + ~zr I 6nt6,{dA, (5.6)

where

K = | JvMdV + jJvHWidV, Xo = ~= jrjW'idV > 0.
V V V

Here K denotes kinetic energy, and xo is proportional to the source
of entropy which is always a positive quantity.

The energy theorem (5.6) may be exploited to demonstrate the
uniqueness theorem for a simply connected body. Such a demonstration
may be carried out in a way similar to that indicated in [14] or [15].

6. The Reciprocity Theorem

Let us consider two systems of causes and effects acting on an elastic
body of volume V bounded by the surface A.

We assign to the first group of causes the body forces X{, body couples
Yi, heat sources Q, loadings p4 and wij on the surface and the heating of
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this surface (the prescribed temperature or the heat flux on the surface
A). The effects are: the components of the displacement vector u, of
the rotation vector to and temperature 8.

The second set of causes and effects will be distinguished from the
first one by a prime. In the sequel we assume the initial conditions to he
homogeneous.

Let us apply the one-sided Laplace transformation to the consti-
tutive equations. We obtain the following relations

°n = if-1 + "Or?i + (^ — <x)Ya + ttYkk ~ vO)&iU (6.1)

(6-2)

where
CO

aH(x, -p) = L[Gji(x, t)] = j<jji{x, t)e-ptdt, e. c. t.
o

and similai relations for a'ji and fi'^, It may easily be seen that the follow-
ing identity holds

a,iYii + 'P'O^'ji — tfiYli ~ Pi&H = v{8'hk — Oy'kk)- (6-3)

Integrating relation (6.3) over the volume V we get

(6.4)

Now let us perform the Laplace transformation on the equations of
motion

aM +Xi= p2eut, eijk5jk + Jlnj + Yt == 2>V34l (6.5)

as well as on the equations of motion for the state marked with primes.
Taking advantage of relations (6.5) we reduce eq. (6.4) to the form

Y^dV + j ($& + mtu'{)dA =
A

7'{oii)d7 + / ® B | + miat)dA +

(6.6)

This is the first part of the reciprocity theorem. The second part
is obtained by taking account of the heat conduction equations for
both sets.
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We apply the Laplace transformation to these equations assuming
that the initial conditions are homogeneous

= » - - = - . ( 6 . 7 )

Multiplying the first of eqs. (6.7) by 6', the second by 0, subtracting
one from another, integrating over the region V and making use of
Green's transformation theorem, we get

r — — 1

- 8[n6)dA = 0. (6.8)

Eliminating the common term from (6.6) and (6.8), we obtain the
final form of the theorem on reciprocity

(»; - Y^{)dV +

+ H j(00':n - 0'0in)dA +J(Q'O - Qd')d 7 = 0. (6.9)
A V

It is obvious that in this relation all causes and effects appear. Apply-
ing the inverse Laplace transformation on eq. (6.9) we have

f j \ £ - X'i{x, t -
V 0

or dx
t

8ui(x,r)

~
f 7 i i \ f\ i \ 8uUx,t — r) , , .

J dA^J [Vi^X' T) Bt ~ Vi{pC> ~
A 0

+ ^{x, T) —2^4 i- - m'i{x, t - T) — ^ - L dz\ +
OT dX J

+ xJdA(x)f [6{x, T)6[n{x, t - r) - 6'(x,t - r)Qin(x, r)]dr
4 0

+ fdV{x) f[6(x, r) Q'(x, t — T) - 0'(.r,« - T) Q(a;,T)]dT = 0.
7 ° (6.10)
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With Yt = Y'i = 0, m{ = m't = 0 the theorem on reciprocity
(6.10) goes over into the theorem on reciprocity for an elastic medium
without couple-stresses, given by CAZiMm-IoWEScu [16]. For static
loads and for stationary heat flow we get the system of equations

/ (XX - X'iUi + Y^ - T'{at)d V + / fan', - pja, +
V A

+ m^ - m'taJdA + v/ (0/M - d'ykk)dV = 0, (6.11)
T

J {Q'O -Q6')dV +x f {O'H6 -dJ')dA = 0 . (6.12)
v A

In the reciprocity equation (6.11) tempeatures 0 and 0' are treated
as known functions, obtained from the solution of the heat conductivity
equations

» » = ••£ °: = (613)

Equation (6.12) may be treated as a theorem of reciprocity for the
problem of heat conduction.

7. Conclusions from the Theorem of Reciprocity

Let us consider first an infinite medium. Let a concentrated and
instantaneous force X{ = d (x — £) b (t) dik, directed along the axis xk,
be acting at the point f of the medium. Denote by TJf*1 (x, £, t) the displace-
ment caused by this force. Furthermore, let a concentrated and instan-
taneous force X'i= d(x—rj)d(t)dy, directed along the axis xf, be
acting at the point rj. Denote the displacement caused by this force by
Uf>(x, i], t). From the theorem of reciprocity (6.10), formulated for an
infinite region, we have

4 W ) ^ ^ ] 0 , (7.1)

and hence

After integration with respect to time, we finally get

Uf{i-,ri>t) = Uf\ri,$!t). (7.2)

IUTAM-Symp. 1968 18
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Let a concentrated and instantaneous force Xi = 8 (x — £) d (t) 8^
act at the point f of an infinite medium, and a concentrated and instan-
taneous source of heat Q' = d(sc — rj)6(t) act at the point rj. Denote by
0W(x, £,t) the temperature caused by the action of force Xit and by
Ut(x, i], t) the displacement caused by the action of the source Q'. From
eq. (6.10) we obtain the following relation

t

fdV(x) fdrU(x -ri)6(t -
V 0

T )

; = o , (7.3)

wherefrom

. (7.4)
at

Let a concentrated and instantaneous force Xt — 8 (x — £) <3 (t) d^
act at the point f of infinite medium, and the concentrated and instan-
taneous body couple Y'i= d{x — t])8(t)dij act at the point y\. Denote
by Of*1 [x, £, t) the rotation vector caused by the action of force X,-, and by
V^[x,Tj,t) the displacement caused by the body couple Y\. From eq.
(6.10) we get

j P W . t ) . (7.5)

Finally, let a body couple Yt = d (x — f) 8 (I) 8ik act at the point f,
and a source of heat Q' = 8(x — i])S(t) act at the point •>;. Denote the
temperature caused by the action of body couple by #^(a;, f, t), and
the rotation vector caused by the action of the source Q' by Qi{x, r],t).
From the theorem of reciprocity (6.10) we obtain the following rela-
tion

8t
(7.6)

It can be shown that the relations (7.2), (7.4) — (7.6) hold for a
finite body at homogeneous boundary conditions

Let us consider a finite body V and assume that the causes which
set the medium in motion are defined by the boundary conditions. We
wish to find expressions for the displacements U{, rotation vectors a>j
and temperature 6 at an internal point x e V by means of integrals
on the surface A bounding the region V. These functions should satisfy
the equations of motion, the extended equation of heat conduction
and the boundary conditions. When deriving the formulae for the func-
tions Ui(x,l), a>i(x,t), 6(x,t) we shall use the theorem of reciprocity
(6.10). Assume, first, that quantities marked with primes refer to dis-
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placements u't = Uf\x, ft t), rotation vector m\ = Qf\x, ft t) and tem-
perature 6' = 0W [x, f, £), caused in an infinite medium by a concentrated
and instanteneous force X\ = <5(a; — £) <5(<) <5tt) apphed at the point f
and directed along the axis * t. Assuming absence of body forces (Xt =
= 0), body couples {Y{ = Y\ = 0) and heat sources (Q = Q' = 0) we
obtain from (6.10) the following expression

, * - T )

dr

, T ,
8T ' " * ' ' ST

• + - L [ e ( f ( T ) . 0 W ( f , a ; , « - r ) -

(7.7)

Here we have mtroduced the notations

where trj^ we understand stresses and by /iffi couple-stresses caused by a
concentrated force X\ = 8 (x — £) 5 (t) 6ik.

Integration operations in the surface integrals are to be carried out
with respect to the variable £. Formula (7.7) gives us the relation be-
tween the function Uic{x, t), xeV, t > 0 and functions u(, pi, mit co{, 6,
0n on the surface A.

Now let us assume, in the system with "primes", a concentrated and
instantaneous body couple Y[=- b{x — f) 6(t) 8ik acting along the axis
xk. In an infinite medium the body couple will cause the displacement
u[ = Vf> (x, i, t), vector a>\ = Af> (x, ft t), and temperature 8' =
= d^{x, ft i). From the theorem of reciprocity (6.10), at Xi = X'i =
= 0, Fj = 0, Q = Q' = 0 we obtain the following formula:

t

^k(x,t)= I dA{£) dr\pi(i,i
dr

A 0
' T f T\

»;„
-«0>(ft«,*-T)^(ftT)]J, aJeF.fe^ (7.8)

18*
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Here
pf) (x, t) = of {x, 11) n, (x), mf > = /4f> (x, f, *) fy (»).

We denote £$> and/® the force-stress tensor and the couple-stress tensor,
respectively. Also the function d)k(x, t), xsV, t > 0, is expressed here
hy the functions u{, pit a>it m^ 6, Qn on the surface A. Now let the
system with "primes" in an infinite medium be limited to the action of a
concentrated and instantaneous heat source Q' = d {x — f) <5 (t) causing
displacements u't = Ui(x, f, t), rotation vector co'( = Dt(x, £, t) and
temperature 6' = &[x, | , t).

From (6.10), assuming that Xt =X'i=0, Yt = 7- = 0, Q = 0
we get the temperature at the point

t

9 (x, t) = H fdA (S)fdr jfl B (f, T) 0 (f, «, t - r) -

- 6(1 r) ©in(t, x, t - r) - * [ » ( « , T

- pi (i, XJ — T) — l ^ — L + mi(£, T)

(7.9)

Here
p* (*,«)= cr*4 (a;, f, t) w, (as), m* (»,*)= ^ (», I, i) nt (x).

We denote by oj and ^ the force-stress tensor and couple-stress tensor
caused by the action of an instantaneous and concentrated heat source
Q'.

Formulae (7.7)—(7.9) may be treated as an extension of Somigliana's
formulae [17], to the problems of thermoelasticity. Some simplifications
of these formulae can be obtained by taking into account the reciproc-
ity relations (7.4)—(7.6).

If Green's functions Uf\ Q^, ©^ etc. are selected in such a way
as to satisfy on the surface A the homogeneous boundary conditions for
displacements, rotation vector and temperature, then the formulae
(7.7)—(7.9) will yield the solution of the first boundary problem, if
functions %, mi and 6 are given at the boundary.

Similarly, if we select Green's functions Vf\ Qf'\ 0(4) etc., in such
a way that the boundary is free from loads and temperature, then the
formulae (7.7) —(7.9) will yield the solution of the second boundary value
problem, when on A loads ph m{ and temperature 6 are given.

Let us still consider the stationary problems. Let the body contained
within the region V and bounded by the surface A be subjected to heat-
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ing. Let on the part Au of the surface A, equal to zero, appear displace-
ments iii a n ( i vector of rotation a>j, and on the part Aa of the surface A,
equal to zero, appear functions pt and »»;. Moreover, let X{ = 0.

For determining the displacementut (x), xe V consider a body of the
same shape and the same boundary conditions. Let in this body 6' = 0
and let a concentrated force X\ = 8 (x — £) 8ik be acting at the point |
which is, consequently, directed along the axis xk. This force will cause
displacements E7|*> (x, $) assuming that the functions TJf> [x, f) are
selected such as to satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions on Aa and

Making use of formula (6.11), we obtain

uk(x)=v{d(£)U$(lx)dV(g)> xeV, k = 1,2,3. (7.10)
v

Here TJf)(£, x) should be treated as a dilatation caused at the point J
by a concentrated force Xt applied at the point x. The formula (7.10)
may be treated as a generalization of MAYSBL'S formula [18], for the pro-
blem of thermo elasticity with couple-stresses.
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Discussion

GBIOLI : How do you determine the coefficient Jin the kinetic energy of rotations?
NOWAOKI: J — ist eine spezielle dynamische Charakteristik des Mediums. Sie

ist gleioh dem Tragheitsmoment einer Partikel in bezug auf eine beliebige, duroh
ihren Sehwerpunkt gehende Aohse, multipliziert mit der Anzahl der Partikel in einer
Volumeneinheit.

SAVIK: We have in this theory of elasticity two oases. For each there is a number
of corresponding boundary conditions. In the first case we have five, in the second
case we have six. I did not hear about boundary conditions.

NOWAOKI: In diesor Theorie erfordert das Differentialgleichungssystem sechs
Randbedingungen. Man kann an der Oberflache entweder drei Komponenten des
Versohiebungsvektors u und drei Komponenten des Rotationsvektors <y oder drei
Komponenten des Spannungsvektors und drei Komponenten des Momenten-
spannungsvektors vorschreiben. In der Cosseratschen Theorie haben wir, wegen der
Binsohriinkung <y = 1/a curl u, nur 5 Bandbedingungen zu befriedigen.

KALISKI : The medium has six degrees of freedom. The six degrees of freedom are
important for very short waves or very high frequencies. In this case, however, I
think that taking the viscosity of the body into account may also be important.

NOWAOKI: Man kann analog, wie in der symmetrischen Elastizitatstheorie, auoh
hier eine asymmetrische Viskoelastizitat aufbauen.

KALISKI: Only for very short waves the terms may be important.


